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https://www.facebook.com/groups/405968569432235/?ref=notif&notif_t=group_r2j_approved (I 

joined this group thinking anyone asking about Truth is interested in it.)  To sweep aside all connotations 

of "religion"; with regards to "Truth"; is like asking for the answer to 1+1 with the premise that the 

answer can be anything but 2. 

  

I am writing this in response to all who think it is possible to "leave your religion at the door". 

1) re·li·gion 

riˈlijən/ 

noun 

1. the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, especially a personal God or gods. 

"ideas about the relationship between science and religion" 

synonyms: 

faith, belief, worship, creed; More 

 a particular system of faith and worship. 

plural noun: religions 

"the world's great religions" 

 a pursuit or interest to which someone ascribes supreme importance. 

"consumerism is the new religion" 

  

re·li·gion 

 noun \ri-ˈli-jən\ 

: the belief in a god or in a group of gods 

: an organized system of beliefs, ceremonies, and rules used to worship a god or a group of gods 
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: an interest, a belief, or an activity that is very important to a person or group 

  

re·li·gion  (r-ljn) 

n. 

1. 

a. Belief in and reverence for a supernatural power or powers regarded as creator and governor of the 

universe. 

b. A personal or institutionalized system grounded in such belief and worship. 

2. The life or condition of a person in a religious order. 

3. A set of beliefs, values, and practices based on the teachings of a spiritual leader. 

4. A cause, principle, or activity pursued with zeal or conscientious devotion. 

  

These are three sources of definitions regarding the connotations of "religion". 

  

In my readings, I surmise that the term "religion" is applicable to any and all souls because I have yet to 

meet anyone that does not have convictions or even zeal in defense of their chosen beliefs.  (i.e. ALL 

people are religious by definition)  To ask people therefore to "leave their religion at the door" is an 

IMPOSSIBILITY.  It is like asking people to separate who they are fundamentally from who they are 

fundamentally; CANNOT BE DONE!  It's as ridiculous as asking people to leave the atoms that comprise 

their body at the door when physically walking into a building, but the analogy is even more applicable.  

What each person BELIEVES in the moment; provided they are rational and sane has been arrived at 

moment by moment; instant by instant of their existence and comprises their self identity, their very 

essence, their foundation for all additional knowledge and experiences. 

  

For those who  realize our Creator is ever present in His Creation and especially in all those who have 

spiritually united with our Eternal Creator, every moment of our conscious thought is in symbiotic 

relationship with GOD.  We listen to His Thoughts, He listens to ours, He guides us moment by moment 

in ALL that we do. 

  

Understand if you are talking in any way about "TRUTH" that these things are FACTS: 



1) NO ONE can separate the Creator from His Creation; but the Creator 

2) NO ONE can separate their identity, their beliefs, from who they are; without being deceitful (it is 

IMPOSSIBLE to separate "religion" from the inherently religious (which is ALL persons). 

3) It is also IMPOSSIBLE to "separate church and state"  the state ALWAYS reflects the religious beliefs of 

those who are in power and authority (simply look at the world objectively with accurate observation 

for the proof; and if that isn't enough to convince you, look at the history of the world). 

  

While I understand the intent of "leave your religion at the door" at least I THINK I understand it to 

mean:  WE ALL ARE ALREADY SO PERFECT IN KNOWLEDGE THAT WE DON'T NEED OR DESIRE YOUR 

INPUT.    

But if that is the case why make "TRUTH?" in the first place. 

  

I have knowledge, THOUSANDS OF HOURS OF RESEARCH EVERY WAKING MOMENT OVER THE PAST 

DECADE and a lifetime of experience, as well as direct Divine Revelation pertinent to the rise of the 

police state and the NWO; but to share such information and be TRUTHFUL means you will encounter 

"religion" EVERYWHERE; not just my own; but everyone else. 

  

So if you really want to KNOW who the persons are that are responsible for the NWO and their game 

play to enslave mankind and depopulate the world; get past the notion of "leaving your religion at the 

door" because any attempt to do so is fundamentally impossible and in no way part of anything that can 

be considered "Truth". 

  

Americans and the people of the world are under attack, not just our freedoms but our lives are under 

attack, globally and pervasively in all the ways cited in the note below.  We must depose the people of 

the NWO brainwashing, enslavement and depopulation measures and we must unite and do so 

immediately for the sake of the world and all life on the planet. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079 

  

Follow and read the cited references linked in that note and you will understand the main attacks 

against the people of the world, what their strategies are, how they have been implemented, WHO the 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079


people are that are responsible and my own suggestions for what is necessary to defeat them 

PERMANENTLY! 

  

Hope you are more interested in discovering TRUTH than in remaining in a state of asking just what is 

"TRUTH?". 
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Answers for atheists 

August 5, 2014 ·  

8 out of 10 people with the highest IQ's on Earth believe in God! 

Have you ever heard the hypocritical lying claim "all smart people are atheists", or maybe itsinverse? It's 

quite a pervasive urban legend, and one which we've known is false for a long time! 

ATHEIST MYTH DEBUNKED! 

http://www.examiner.com/…/of-10-highest-iq-s-on-earth-at-le… 
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Michael Swenson help people not to present themselves ashttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by teaching the 

Truth! http://www.facebook.com/.../evidence-

of.../568134419932188 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-

a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 
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Michael Swenson 

December 19, 2013 ·  

Mentally Challenged 

I have no personal animosity toward mentally challenged individuals; I just think it imprudent on the 

part of the rest of humanity to let them teach children or walk around arrogantly presuming themselves 

to be in any way scientists.  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dawkins-

delusion/588126314599665  a... 
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